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judge udo steiner asked way's attorneys whether his client's
explanation that he was "sexually attracted to young boys" could be
taken as a confession to selling child pornography. the judge
responded that it was the province of the jury to decide on that
question, and went on to ask whether the buyers of the films were
pedophiles, just curious or "sexual perverts." the judge told the jury
that the facts in the case are "not complicated." he stressed that
there is only one criterion: whether the films make the boys appear to
be under 18. if they do, they constitute child pornography. it doesn't
matter how the boys looked or if they were good at sports or
whatever. in addition to the title feature, the dvd contains four short
films (all in japanese) - boys 8 y.o. karate club, masters 9 y. karate
club, boys 12 y. karate club and masters 12 y. karate club. these
shorts are also by baikal films and they focus on the training of the
younger boys. where the young fighters train is an essential part of
the story of baikal films' newest release, karate boys. the young
masters are from a karate club in the bukovina region of the ukraine.
the karate boys feature a group of nearly twenty young men ranging
from eight to fourteen years old. the boys train regularly with a sense
of teamwork and discipline. they work hard and they play hard.
there's no doubt they are destined to be the next generation of karate
champions. in fact, the majority of the young fighters in baikal films'
latest dvd feature, are more than ready to compete for the title of
world champion. as the title features main story suggests, they
compete for the title of "karate boys".
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while don ramon was very polite and friendly with the boys who came
to his karate school, ancu gabriela was very aggressive, even violent,

towards them. he gave them beating after beating, sometimes
injuring them. the boys quickly learned to avoid ancu gabriela, not

even daring to look at him. they learned to beat him back. ancu
gabriela was not a talented karateka, and he was not particularly
interested in learning. he used his knowledge of martial arts to

intimidate and manipulate people. he was a man who needed to be
respected and feared. the neighborhood kids were fascinated by the
fact that they could beat him and they were filled with pride when
they could prove it. the film in this issue was filmed in 2005 in the

same house in sibiu where ancu gabriela was living with don ramon
and igor ogorzalek. the film includes a few of the boys and the three
men who are in the karate school. the boys are very thin, and they
have a vibrant energy. all of them are blond, but not all of them are
white, like ancu gabriela. like ancu gabriela, they are handsome, but
not all of them are white and all are short in height. the film shows

the boys practicing with their weapons, and also shows their karate in
a friendly competition. the boys are very polite to their teacher, and

are very respectful to their elders and to adults in general. when they
are in the karate school, they are almost always smiling. however,

after they return home and the atmosphere changes, the boys
become irritable, angry, and they begin to beat their parents or their
teacher. the emerald city [23] (no longer available) had a scene in

which two young girls were swimming in a river and were seen to be
wearing just a top and bottoms. they were sharing a good time with

some of their friends when they spotted two young naked boys
walking along the riverbank. [24] they instantly climbed out of the

river and made it home before they were caught. 5ec8ef588b
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